
  

  

  

DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, SRINAGAR  

WINTER ASSIGNMENT  

CLASS: 2nd going to 3rd 

  

  

Let’s Explore Our Solar System  
  

EVSc  

 Space exploration allows us to prove or disapprove scientific theories 

developed on Earth. Studying the Solar System, for example ring planet, 

hottest planet, red planet, blue planet or explore about gravity. Find the 

reasons and write the details of at least ten things you have explored.   

 Draw a Solar System and colour it.  

 Write 10 facts about the Solar System.  

 ENGLISH  

 Write a paragraph on “Our Solar System” in 50-60 words.  

 Identify five new words that you have written in your paragraph and frame 

sentences for same.  

Research and answer the questions as asked.   

 Name the first and the last planet.  

 Which planet is known as the Dwarf planet?  

 Name the hottest planet.  

 Which are the four planets with rings?  

Mathematics  

 How many planets are there in the solar system? Name them.  



 What is the position of each planet in the solar system?  

 How many days Earth takes to complete one revolution around the sun and 

one rotation on its axis?  

 How many months are there in a year?  

 On the calendar of 2022, in the month of March, there are 31 days. Out of 31 

days, there are 4 Sundays.  How many working days are there in March?  

 There are 7 days in a week. How many days are there in 11 weeks?  

  

Information Technology  

 Using different features of MS Word make a model of solar system in 

MS Word.  

 Type one or two sentences on each planet.  

  

(Submit the same via Campus Manager to your concerned Computer teacher)  

  

Urdu  

                                                                                                             

  

 ) کے بارےمیں چند ُجملے  Solar System: نظام شمسی( ۱سوال نمبر 

) میں موجود   Solar System: نظام شمسی( 2لکھیئے ۔ سوال نمبر

 ں لکھیئے۔                                                                سیاروں کے نام  اُردو زبان می

 

 

 

 



 
  

NOTE: The assignment should be done on loose sheets and particulars 

as Name, SID and Class should be mentioned on each page.  
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